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Chapter – 10 
 

 
Dajjalian System 

(���) 

 
 The main Dajjal will definitely be one individual and there are 
many sayings about him of our Noble Prophet. However, if we look at 
the ‘Anti-Christ’ viewpoint, we come to know that this is a group of the 
so called “Intellectuals” who are “atheists” and “very rich” as well. 
This group is basically spreading the Dajjalian System in this world 
since last two centuries, particularly in America and Europe. These 
materialistic natured individuals, who are having faith on the power of 
Satan, instead of Allah (SWT), are in fact ‘Dajjal’ and the system they 
have introduced is “Dajjalian System”. The interesting part of this 
group is that they put their one hand on one eye and hide it and 
apparently look like “One-eyed” person. This feature has now become 
an identification of this group. In this way, they are the persons who are 
very much similar to the predictions of our Noble Prophet, who has 
named them as “One-eyed Dajjal”.  Such persons with this particular 
identification may be looked at Internet links. (See URL link -3). 

 Moreover, this group has also made the following “one-eyed 
identification” as their organization logo. (See URL link -4). 

 

 All indications tell that Illuminati individuals belong to this 
Dajjalian System. Some details are already mentioned in the previous 
chapter - 08. This group has also made additional identification of No. 
‘666’ . These people not only make figure of 6 with their fingers but also 
put one hand on their one eye so that they may look as “one-eyed 
person” as well. (See URL link -5). 
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 As already mentioned, the Illuminati is a secret organization of 
the most powerful and influential elite in the world. The members of 
this group are mostly the famous actors and the music industry artists 
of Hollywood, USA and the top ranking names of various sports. (See 
URL link -6).  Nevertheless, the executives and owners of various 
business and industry are also the members of this group. They also 
consist of international bankers, top government officials, leaders in the 
energy cartel and media monopoly owners and have control over the 
U.N. They also have ties with the Freemasonry.  

 Moreover, many prominent names appearing on political 
horizon are also attached with Illuminati group. The first president of 
America, Jorge Washington was among the list. Besides, the 35th 
President of America, John F. Kennedy had also joined to this group, 
but later when he came to know their inside stories, he gave the 
following remarks in his speech for the Illuminati activities:  

“There is a plot in this country to enclave every man, woman and child.  
 Before I leave this high and noble office,  

 I intend to expose this plot”. 

And only seven days after, 22nd November 1963, he was assassinated in 
an official ceremonial gathering.  

 The 41st President of America, Jorge H. Bush and his son and 
the 43rd President Jorge W. Bush were among the prominent names of 
the list. It is said that President Obama was also attached to this 
organization. The Britain’s Queen Elizabeth and her entire family 
remained associated with this group. Above all, the Jewish Pop Francis 
is also seen attached with this organization. One can see as evidence, 
where this Pop Francis is addressing a historical Congress during which 
he is making the specific identification symbol. (See URL link -7). 

 In the last few centuries, science and technology is growing 
fast. Every day new inventions are seen. The mankind is 
simultaneously becoming more materialistic. For the peace of soul 
where religious help is required, man is going away with this 
assistance. In this way the required balance in the society is badly 
affected. The basic reason is this “Dajjalian System”, who wanted to see 
this world with one eye only, i.e. ‘Materialism’. 

 The ultimate result of this materialism is to go away from 
religion. Instead of worshiping God, the attraction of modernism made 
the man indulged in self-worship. Now man is confined in looking to 
self only. Moreover, as a result of materialism, knowledge and its 
sources have become meaningless. The real knowledge has become 
obsolete and it is now replaced with “Metaphysics”.  
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 These days, the actual knowledge has become the awareness of 
growing wealth. The main target of life has converted into the “success 
in this world”. Now, the focus point of the human being is to conquer 
the Universe. People give importance to self-respect and collection of 
wealth only.  Now, becoming famous is the main target of life, no 
matter it is achieved at any cost. Respect is given to wealth and high 
standard living. 

 Due to modernism, at present, man has become free from all 
values. Now, intellectual and ignorant, enthusiastic worker and a lazy 
man, all have become equal. There is no respect at all. Selfishness has 
made man isolated in the society. Previously, sacrifice, service and love 
were the main factors of pleasure. Now all these items are considered 
as foolishness.  

 Nudity is increasing day by day. Sexual urge has increased so 
much so that homosexuality is now a routine element. Moral and 
ethical values are eliminating day by day from the society. Most of the 
people are passing their life under psychological stress. To get spiritual 
relaxation, instead of taking help from religious scholars, people are 
consulting with psycho-therapists. 

 The important point is, earlier this world always had been 
considered as ‘temporary’. But it is now being taken as an ‘everlasting 
place’. If the bad talks, evil deeds and wrong thinking are confined to 
one individual then it will be called “Personal affair”. But for this 
purpose, if a group or organization is formed, then it becomes 
‘Shaytanic Supremacy’. To get rid of this, one has to seek shelter of 
Allah (SWT). God Says in Quran: 

 ِإنُه َسِميٌع َعِليمٌ  َوِإما يَنَزَغنَك ِمَن الشْيطَاِن نـَْزٌغ فَاْسَتِعْذ بِاللـهِ 
{And (O Listener) If the devil provokes you, seek the refuge of Allah; 

indeed He is All Hearing and All knowing. (07:200)} 
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